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Abstract:Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with 2 compositions were prepared by thermal evaporation. The surface topography

of these films was studied by transmission electron microscope. The optical reflectance and transmittance were studied

in order to determine the optical parameters such as optical energy gap, refractive index, extinction coefficient, dielectric

loss, and dielectric tangent loss for these films. A single oscillator theory equation was applied for these films in order

to determine both dispersion energy and oscillating energy, and the ratio of free carrier concentration/effective mass

(N/m*) was determined optically. It was found that change in the composition of these films affects strongly all their

optical and dielectric results.
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1. Introduction

The chalcogenide semiconductors have attracted the attention of many scientists due to their good physical

properties. From these compounds, lead chalcogenides narrow band gap semiconductors and their ternary

compounds have attracted much attention because of their important applications as infrared detectors, photo

resistors [1], lasers, solar cells [2], optoelectronic devices, thermoelectric devices, and more recently as infrared

emitters and solar control coatings [2–6], high efficiency fiber amplifiers [7], and thermoelectric and photovoltaic

devices [8]. As a result of their narrow band gap, lead chalcogenides and their alloys can be used as sensitive

detectors for mid infrared [9]. Pattanaik et al. [10] stated that the compositional dependence of optical Eg

of Pbx In25−xSe75 has been interpreted in terms of Kolobov’s model and variation in average band energy.

Deepika et al. [11] investigated the effect of changing the composition ratio of the x value on the structure and

thermal analysis for Se58Ge42−xPbx . Hmood et al. [12] studied the effect of composition on the structure and

electrical properties for ternary alloys of PbSe1−xTex . They found that the electrical conductivity decreased

with increasing values of x. Many other authors have investigated the effect of composition on the physical

properties of PbSe1−xTex compounds [13–16]. Shamshad et al. [17] investigated the optical properties of Se

80Te20−xPbx with different values of x, and they found that the optical energy gap increased with increasing

amounts of lead. Sushil et al. [18] investigated the influence of doping with different elements such as sulfur,
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selenium, and tellurium on the optical, electrical, and structural properties of thin films of lead compounds.

They found that the optical properties and optical band gap were affected strongly by the kind of dopant. Many

authors have investigated the influence of doping on the transparent properties of lead compounds [19–21].

Majeed Khan et al. [22] studied the electrical properties of the glassy chalcogenide system Se–In–Pb.

They found that there was a decrease in the density of localized states with the presence of Pb in the Se–In

system. The structure and phase diagram of the Pb–In–Se system were studied [23–25]. The optical properties

of the lead chalcogenide and selenide chalcogenide have been studied by many authors [26–31].

2. Experimental technique

Two compositions of the ternary compound Pbx In25−xSe75 were selected. The proposed compositions of the

investigated system were Pbx In25−xSe75 , where x = 1, 3. The suffix used for each element denotes its content

in the system in atomic percentage. The systems of the above compositions were prepared from Pb, In, and

Se pure elements with purity = 99.999%. Since some of the elements are reactive at high temperatures with

oxygen, synthesis was accomplished in evacuated silica tubes ∼ 10−4 Torr that were then sealed. The inner

walls of the silica tubes were coated with pure powder graphite, in order to prevent any reactions between

the elements used and silica at elevated temperatures. The sealed silica tubes were heated inside a furnace

at up to 1150 K and kept at this temperature for about 10 h [32]. The homogenized melt was quenched in

ice-water to facilitate rapid quenching; the specimens were sealed in tubes with a small radius (about 3 mm).

Thin films were prepared by vacuum thermal evaporation using an Edwards E306, and the studied films were

deposited under vacuum. The structure of these films was studied using a JEOL TEM1230 (Japan) transmission

electron microscope. The chemical composition of the deposited films was determined using energy dispersive

X-ray spectra (EDAX) with an Oxford Instruments analytical detector with an INCA Media system attached

to the JEOL TEM1230. The optical transmittance and reflectance spectra of these films were measured using

a double beam spectrophotometer (JASCO Corp., V-570) with wavelength range 300–2500 nm. Optoelectronic

properties were measured using a Virtins digital oscilloscope.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure

To confirm the amorphous structure of thin films of Pbx In25−xSe75 , transmission electron micrographs were

obtained for the 2 compositions. Figures 1a and b, for Pbx In25−x Se75 , x = 1, show fine grains distributed all

over the film, while electron diffraction shows halos to elucidate the disorder structure. In Figures 2a and b, for

Pbx In25−xSe75 , where x = 3, the micrograph shows continuous film with no definite structure while selected

area electron diffraction shows halos also confirming the amorphous structure of thin films.

3.2. Optical results

The optical transmission and reflection spectra of Pbx In25−xSe75 (with x values = 1 and 3) thin films are

shown in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3, it is seen that the transmittance values are not the same; this means

that the change in composition of these films leads to changes in optical properties. The behavior of reflectance

for these 2 compositions also differs completely, as shown in Figure 4.
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a) TEM , x = 1 b) DEM , x = 1

Figure 1. a) TEM, x = 1; b) DEM, x = 1.

a) TEM , x = 3 b) DEM , x = 3

Figure 2. a) TEM, x = 3; b) DEM, x = 3.
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Figure 3. The transmittance spectra dependence on com-

position value (x) of the Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films for a)

x = 1 and b) x = 3.

Figure 4. The reflectance spectra for Pbx In25−xSe75

thin films with x values a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.
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The absorption coefficient (α) of these investigated films was calculated from both the transmittance

and reflection spectra via the following equation [33]:

α =
1

d
ln

[
(1−R)

2

T

]
, (1)

where d is the film thickness, R is the reflectance of the studied films, and T is the transmittance of these films.

The optical energy gap for these films was obtained from the absorption data using the empirical equation [34]

α = A(hν − Eg)
p
, (2)

where A is a constant, Eg is the energy band gap, ν is the frequency of the incident radiation, and h is Planck’s

constant. The constant P takes different values depending on the kind of optical transition of these films. P =

0.5 for direct allowed transition (direct energy gap) and for indirect allowed transition P = 2.

Figure 5 shows the relation between (αhν)0.5 and photon energy (hν) for these films. The indirect

optical energy gap for these films was determined from extrapolation of the linear part of the curves as shown

in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the indirect optical energy gap for these investigated films has the following

values: for x = 1 the energy gap = 1.5096 eV but for film with x = 3 the energy gap = 1.67 eV. This means that

with increasing amount of Pb the indirect optical energy gap increases. This could be attributed to increasing

electron density and electron mobility with increasing amount of Pb.

The refractive index (n) for these films was calculated using the following equation [35]:

n =
(1 +R)

(1−R)
+

√
(1 +R)

2

(1−R)
2 − (1 +K)2 (3)

Figure 6 shows the refractive index dependence on the wavelength for thin films of 2 compositions. The behavior

of the refractive index for these 2 samples is the same, but the sample with x = 1 has a greater refractive index

value than the film with x = 3.
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Figure 5. The relation between (αhν)0.5 and photon

energy (hν) for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with x values

a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.

Figure 6. The refractive index (n) dependence on wave-

length for Pb x In25−xSe75 thin films with x values a) x

= 1 and b) x = 3.
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The single oscillator for the Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with 2 values of x was determined from the relation

between (n2 − 1)−1 and (hν)2 , in Figure 7, according to the Wemple–DiDomenico relationship [36]

n2 − 1 =
E0 − Ed

E2
0 − (hν)

2 , (4)

where (hν) is the photon energy, Eo is the oscillator energy, and Ed is the dispersion energy. The parameter

E is a measure of the intensity of the interband optical transition, which does not affect the energy gap. The

values of E0 and Ed are obtained from the intercept on the vertical axis = (E0/Ed) and the slope = (E0 Ed)
−1

resulting from Figure 7. The calculated values of Eo and Ed for these films are shown in the Table. From this

table it is seen that the value of Eo ≈ 2 Eg for these samples agrees with Tanaka [37].

Table.

Composition
Oscillating Dispersion

N/m* εL
M−1 M−3

Oscillator

Eg e.V
value (x)

energy Eo energy Ed (eV) (eV)
strength f

(eV) (eV) (ev)2

1.0 4.20 5.20 5.50 × 1048 1.80 4.70 2.00 21.84 1.509
3.0 3.60 4.70 4.10 × 1048 1.60 4.10 1.90 16.92 1.76

The relation between (refractive index)2 and (wavelength)2 for these investigated thin films of different

values of x is shown in Figure 8. The ratio of the free carrier concentration to the effective mass (N/m*) for

these samples was determined optically using the following equation [38]:

n2 = εL − (
e2N

4π2c2εom∗ )λ
2, (5)

where εL is the lattice dielectric constant, εo is the permittivity of free space, e is the charge of electron, c is

the speed of light, and (N/m∗) is the ratio of carrier concentration to its effective mass. The lattice dielectric

constant εL can be calculated by extrapolating the linear part to intercept the n2
o , while the slope of the obtained

line in the figure is equal to the value of (e2 .N /4π2 c2ε0m*). The values of (N/m*), εL for these films are

shown in the Table.
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Figure 7. The relation between (n2 − 1)−1 and (photon

energy)2 for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with x values a) x

= 1 and b) x = 3.

Figure 8. The relation between n2 and (wavelength)2

for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with x values a) x = 1 and

b) x = 3.
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The determined values of Eo and Ed are related to the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant

(ε2). The values of both M−1 and M−3 moments of the real dielectric parameter can be derived from the

relation [39]

E2
0 = M−1/M−3

(6)

E2
d = M3

−1
/
M−3

(7)

The values of both M−1 and M−3 are shown in the Table.

The oscillator strength (f) was determined optically from the values of the following equation [40]:

f = EoEd (8)

The value of the oscillator strength is shown in the Table, where it is seen that the value of oscillator strength

increases with decreasing amount of Pb of these studied films.

The dielectric parameters such as real dielectric constant (ε1) and imaginary dielectric constant (ε2) for

these samples were determined optically using the following equations [41]:

ε1 = (n
2
+ k2) (9)

ε2 =
[
(n2 + k2)2 − (n2 − k2)0.5

]
(10)

In anisotropic media, optical constants (n, k) depend on electronic polarization of atoms, ions, or molecules

of the material subjected to the electric field. The electronic polarization arises from the displacement of the

negatively charged center relative to the positively charged center. As the light passes through the material,

the associated field polarizes the atoms, ions, or molecules but the polarization does not respond instantly to

an applied field. ε1 , which is the real part of the dielectric constant, is associated with the term that shows

how much it will slow down the speed of light in the material. ε2 , which is the imaginary part of the dielectric

constant, shows how a dielectric material with dielectric constant absorbs energy from the electric field due to

dipole motion and so it gives information about the loss factor; indeed it is directly proportional to the loss

factor. Figures 9 and 10 show the dielectric loss and dielectric tangent loss for the Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films
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Figure 9. The dielectric loss (ε
′
) dependence on the

photon energy for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with x values

a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.

Figure 10. The dielectric tangent loss (ε
′′
) dependence

on the photon energy for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with

x values a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.
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with different values of x. From Figure 9 it was found that the 2 films with 2 compositions have the same

behavior for the real dielectric constant but they differ at higher energies. On the other hand, in Figure 10 they

had different behavior for the imaginary dielectric constant; increasing Pb leads to higher values of ε2 .

The optical conductivity (real part (σ1) and imaginary part (σ2)) for these investigated films was

determined using the following equations [42]:

σ1 =
(ε2 · c)
(2λ)

(11)

σ2 =
(1− ε1) · c

4λ
(12)

Figures 11 and 12 show the real part (σ1) and imaginary part (σ2) of optical conductivity dependence on photon

energy for these films. From Figures 11 and 12 it is seen that the optical conductivity increases with increasing

amount of Pb, which leads to increasing mobility of free electrons in these films. The effect of absorption

coefficient on optical conductivity is given in the following relation [43]:

σ =
Cα

√
ε′

4π
, (13)

which indicates an increase in the optical conductivity with increasing absorption coefficient. The electron

transitions in both the thin film and bulk material can be described using 2 important parameters, namely

surface energy loss (SEL), which describe the electron transition in thin film, and volume energy loss (VEL),

which describe the electron transitions in the bulk materials. The value of SEL/VEL describes the electrons

transitions in this material at low and high energy [44]. The SEL of these 2 samples with different compositions

was calculated and plotted as a function of photon energy as shown in Figure 13 using the following equations

[45]:

SEL =
ε2

(ε1 + 1)2 + ε22
(14)

V EL =
ε2

ε21 + ε22
(15)
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Figure 11. The real part of photo conductivity (σ1)

dependence on the photon energy for Pbx In25−xSe75 thin

films with x values a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.

Figure 12. The imaginary part of photo conductivity

(σ2) dependence on the photon energy for Pbx In25−x Se

75 thin films with x values a) x = 1 and b) x = 3.
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Figure 13 shows the VEL/SEL dependence on photon energy. From this figure it is clear that there is an electron

transition at low energy (lower than energy gap) for Pbx In25−xSe75 with x = 1, while for Pbx In25−xSe75 film

with x = 3 there is no electron transition. This could be attributed the fact that there are sublevels or doping

level due to the excess of In.
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Figure 13. The relation between VEL/SEL and photon energy Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films with x values a) x = 1 and

b) x = 3.

3.3. Optical switching

Switching of Pbx In25−xSe75 with x = 1 thin film observed in Figure 14a due to irradiation of sample by UV

light shows 2 curves: the on-state of switching operation for the wavelength 1000 nm and the off-state for the

wavelength 800 nm. Therefore, this sample is a promising candidate for optical switching.

On the other hand, for the composition Pbx In25−xSe75 with x = 3 (Figure 14b), no switching was

observed by applying different light wavelengths of 200, 500, 800, and 1000 nm.

a) Switching appears x = 1.0        b) Switching doesn’t exist x = 3.0
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Figure 14. Relation between current vs. voltage under light exposure of variety of wavelengths. a) Switching appears

x = 1.0; b) Switching does not exist x = 3.0.

Irradiation influences the structure of glassy chalcogenide materials; new defects appear, film crystalliza-

tion phase transition may happen, or transition from meta-stable state to another unstable state occurs [46].
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Photo-induced changes in chalcogenide glasses were observed at very small levels of light excitation as high

as 10−6 to 10−2 W cm−2 [47]. As charge transport in amorphous materials is controlled by traps, at any

moment a significant fraction of carriers is trapped. The dipole moments of the filled traps may be different

from that of empty traps. As a result, the dielectric permittivity of the material becomes dependent on trapped

carriers and the dependence of dielectric permittivity (ε) on time and coordinate appears. To ensure this, in

the Time of Flight experiment, during the packet movement the trapped carrier density changes and hence

that dependence of ε on time and coordinate is revealed. The transient dielectric constant causes an additional

displacement current, which may be negative relative to the electric-field direction [48]. In a certain time inter-

val, this additional current can dominate. As a result, the total current of the sample becomes negative. Note

that: 1) the polarization current may be due both to traps distributed in the volume and to surface traps; 2)

the polarization due to the volume traps alone is unable to describe the observed values and the behavior of

the negative transient current. This fact shows the remarkable role of the surface traps in the mechanism of

negative current generation.

4. Conclusion

High quality Pbx In25−xSe75 thin films were prepared with 2 values of x (x = 1 and 3). The optical parameters

such as transmittance and reflectance of these films were studied. The optical indirect energy gap was calculated,

which decreases with increasing amount of Pb, due to the increase in the number of free electrons and also the

increased the mobility of these electrons. The dispersion and oscillating energy for these films showed that the

composition value (x) of films strongly affects these results. The ratio between (N/m∗) effective mass for these

films was calculated optically. The optical conductivity was determined, and it showed that it increases with

increasing amount of Pb. Finally, the ratio between SEL and VEL was determined optically. These results give

us an excellent chance to control the optical and dielectric properties of these films by changing the composition

ratio of these films’ constituents.
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